Abstract. Marxism is the guiding ideology of our Party and after decades of struggle, the people across the country in the form of legislation, to confirm that it is our country's guiding ideology. And Marxism is not a source for China since the late Qing Dynasty Chinese people understand and learn Marxism, mainly through the translation of the text. Translate article from the perspective of this paper discusses the cross-cultural Perspective of Marxist classics in China spread and acceptance, noted that the classics of Marxism Translation in China, through a complex process, and translation plays a historical planning body summons a huge role.
chapter ten program. O nineteen eight anarchist publication "Tian Yi" newspaper, rolled up from fifteenth, translation contained a preface written by Engels to the English version of "Declaration" in 1888, the full text of the first chapter and the second chapter individual fragments. At that time, the limitations of the compiler's view of the world, the article was one-sided, superficial, and sometimes wrong, this introduction and the translation was not affected greatly.
"The salvoes of the October Revolution brought us Marxism-Leninism." China's advanced elements when cheering the victory of the October Revolution, quickly accepted Marxism, Comrade Li Dazhao, one of the founders of the Communist Party of China and it is "the earliest and most active communicators Declaration, "a book. In his "May Fourth Movement" period, he published a long article, "My concept of Marxism" (May 1919, November "New Youth" Volume VI fifth, sixth number), Marxism the basic principle of the system introduced. In the same year, Li Dazhao, Chen's "Weekly Review" of the sixteenth, the "Declaration" made Excerpt and presentation. One hundred ninety-two O March, under the guidance of Comrade Li Dazhao established Peking University study of Marxist theory, "the first" in the translation of the Declaration, "mimeographed booklet.
One hundred ninety-two O April, the translation of the pioneers of communism comrade Chen Wang Tao "Declaration" published in Shanghai! The Chinese people first saw the picture of the communist movement programmatic document. This is the first translation of the Marxist classics published in complete form. This translation Total fifty-six, without preamble, the Department of translation is: "Maggs Anglesey Wales and co-author," printed on the cover of Marx bust when fifty-six photographs accounted for three-fourths of the cover area. From 1953 to 1965 after this time, the classic translation, published heyday. Especially after the establishment of the Marxism Party Central Compilation and Translation Bureau works in 1953, the Marxist-Leninist works to strengthen the translation and publication of the plan, so that the quality of the work and progress of the basic _ BU guaranteed. So the quality of the translation published in this period classic has been improved, increasing the species, diverse layout, graphic design is a great improvement.
"Marx and Engels Collected Works," Volume I, by the end of 1956 published by the People's Publishing House, the publishing complete works, is a major event in our country's ideological and theoretical front. On the eve of the "cultural revolution", it has published the first volume to-nine and twenty-one, twenty-two volumes. Because of this enormous task full play to the collective wisdom, some translation is also widely consulted, general translation quality than in the past greatly improved translation booklet. Because Collection is according to "The Complete Works of Marx and Engels," second edition translated in Russian, and not fully in accordance with the original Marx and Engels used in writing the translation, which is a deficiency. Collection of important works, pumping People's Publishing House printed a number of pamphlets. In addition, no income Collection of writings translated and published some, such as scales He translated "doctoral thesis", "Critique of Hegel's dialectic and philosophy in general," it Sijing translated "Economics -Philosophy Manuscript", Institute of History, translated " Morgan <ancient society> book summary, "Zhang Yi translation of" History of India on draft "and so on. Also published a translation of the works of other individuals, such as Guo vigorously, Wang Yanan translation of "Das Kapital" (first published in liberation in this version), Li Ji translated "Marx and Engels Communication set" four volumes and so on. During this time all the various thematic anthology published by Marx and other classical writers, excerpts such as "Marx and Engels on art" four volumes, "classical Marxist writers on education", one hundred kinds.
From the beginning of 1966 almost be said that the Marxist-Leninist classics translation and publication work has also been a serious disturbance and destruction, until 1971, Premier Zhou Enlai personally instructed: To continue the works of Marx and Lenin, also compiled a selection of the Marxism. Only later resumed publication (which end of the year published "The Complete Works of Marx and Engels," twenty volumes, after a few years in succession out to thirty-nine. People Publishing House in 1972 and re-edited and published the "Selected Works of Marx and Engels "four volumes. Our translation and publication of the second edition of the Complete works of Russian , a total of thirty-nine official version, recently edited a fourth ten to five ten volumes, revenues books are not part of the original Complete works of revenue, in fact, this is the original "Complete works" of fill volumes now been published fortieth two, forty-sixth forty seven volumes, is expected to in 1984 at a time 50-volume. after this, we will continue to collect Marx, Engels, translated into Chinese for the future publication of our own editors "Marx and Engels Collected Works" ready on Marx and Engels' "communication profiles" compilation of fifties, has published:. "Marx and Engels set of communication", "Marx to Kugelmann letters," "to Marx and Engels Americans letter "and the second volume of the complete works of seventeen to thirty-nine, all new translation of Marx and Engels wrote the Epistle of its outstanding features are: income and from both sides of the letters changed in the past only charge Marx and Engels wrote letters practices.
In the original publication of Marx also note that the translation and publication of a number of different versions of the "Biography of Marx," Compilation and Translation Bureau in 1976 to compile the "Marx and Engels Life career chronology." Each publishing house also published many memoirs about Marx and other valuable information.
Conclusions
The translation, publishing and circulating of Marx's works in our country are very widely. It from the communist groups to the establishment of the party, from the democratic revolution to the socialist construction, Marx's book is guiding and feeding our party and the people. Our people in the leadership of the Party are along the direction of Marxism guidelines toward the grand goal of the four modernizations forge ahead.
